
How BAF helped fulfill the dreams of top 100
crypto businesses with its NFT marketplace
development

Blockchain App Factory is a leading firm

in developing Web3-based applications

whose NFT marketplace development has

provided breakthroughs for many

ventures.

CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, INDIA, June 28,

2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Today’s

world has been advancing towards

making Web3 a reality. Even though

parts of Web3 have already spread

roots among the people, it is essential

to know that there are a lot of

untouched waters in the Web3 space.

Experts define Web3 as the

conglomerate of various technologies,

such as blockchains, artificial intelligence, machine learning, the internet of things, virtual reality,

and augmented reality. Now, all of these have emerged as separate entities, although a full-

fledged union is still to happen. Where does NFT marketplace development and a legendary firm

like Blockchain App Factory involve in such a movement? The answer might not be surprising if

you know the technical details.

Blockchains are distributed digital ledgers that record transactions as blocks that connect

together to form chains. Applications such as cryptocurrencies, non-fungible tokens (NFTs),

decentralized finance (DeFi), and decentralized autonomous organizations (DAOs) have already

given a gist of the Web3 world. Non-fungible tokens are virtual tokens that provide proof of

ownership and authenticity for assets they back. NFTs have been in the foray since the mid-

2010s, and their use cases might make them exist for eternity. NFT marketplaces are platforms

where people can trade assets supported by NFTs. Currently, NFT marketplace development has

been one of the hottest business trends in the Web3 world.

What is BAF? 

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.blockchainappfactory.com/nft-marketplace-development
https://www.blockchainappfactory.com/


Blockchain App Factory is a Web3 development firm with a global presence that has been an

industry leader for more than half a decade. The firm’s professionals have witnessed the rise of

several of the hottest blockchain applications and businesses while being part of developing

some of those too. NFT marketplace development has been the firm’s key skill, and many crypto

business owners have realized their business dreams with the help of the firm’s experts. Such

statements make sense since the firm has completed more than 130 development projects with

a success rate of 95%, which is another level above the industry average.

As far as NFT marketplace development is concerned, Blockchain App Factory’s skilled

developers are well-versed in creating such platforms in many ways. The firm has marketplace

solutions that can be built from scratch, from custom White label solutions and White label

solutions similar to popular platforms (like OpenSea or Foundation). While each of them has its

own specialties, all three are equally good, and the firm has received praise from its clients for its

commendable work. A business owner needs to choose their preferred mode of development,

and they can have their hands on a unique platform from the firm’s professionals.

As the impressive 95% record we had seen tells us, Blockchain App Factory has been one of the

most preferred companies for NFT marketplace development, without a doubt. The firm

specializes in developing NFT marketplaces across multiple blockchains that can cater to

horizontal and vertical trading models. 

Blockchain and EVM Expertise 

Such a range of expertise needs the firm to have access to advanced technology, and yes,

Blockchain App Factory uses state-of-the-art development tools and techniques for their

projects. The developers in the company have expertise in using Ethereum, Polygon, BNB Chain,

Avalanche, Harmony, and even the upcoming Astar blockchain networks, which gives crypto

business owners a range of options to choose from. Working on a range is possible through the

clever use of the EVM or Ethereum Virtual Machine, which allows tokens to be interoperable

across blockchains. The usage of EVM by Blockchain App Factory’s experts is also reflects in their

custom White label NFT marketplace solutions and solutions similar to popular businesses.

Along with smart contracts, EVM helps even small businesses to spread their wings on the Web3

space through multi-chain NFT marketplaces.

Powering the Community Through DAOs

Blockchain App Factory also develops NFT marketplaces with decentralized autonomous

organization protocols which provide governance powers to the users. These platforms have

become an instant hit due to the community involvement and many crypto business owners

now want to see their community grow with them. DAO-based NFT marketplaces created by the

firm have seen phenomenal growth as communities have added extra features such as DeFi on

them.

https://www.blockchainappfactory.com/white-label-nft-marketplace


Salient Features One Can Find

Common features of an NFT marketplace developed by Blockchain App Factory include a

storefront, integrated crypto wallet, listing portal, auction portal, admin panel, product pages,

the home page, multi-mode payment gateway, search/sort/filter options, reviews, ratings, and a

feedback portal, among others. 

These features are common for all kinds of NFT marketplace development solutions. Yet, a

striking difference is that the user interface and user experiences will be unmatchable to any

NFT ready-made marketplace solutions as the platforms intend to be user-friendly while

providing extraordinary experiences to users. 

When talking about fulfilling the dreams of crypto developers, Blockchain App Factory has been

a pioneer in keeping its clients first in any business deal. Such an attitude has resulted in quality

NFT marketplaces being developed across the years, bringing smiles to many entrepreneurs

across the world. One can easily say that the platform would have fulfilled every business

requirement of the client, which is only possible by emphasizing the client’s dreams from the

first meeting throughout the process. Like the proverb that goes, “Believe in the process, and the

results will come to you,” the firm believes in its NFT marketplace development approach and

has achieved massive successes throughout the years. 

Thus, NFT marketplace development has become mainstream in the current world, and more

entrepreneurs want to realize their novel concepts to sell NFTs through these platforms. While

the ultimate result is based on how the business runs, the proverb “A good start is a half done”

still stays relevant as business owners get quality platforms. Blockchain App Factory has been

one of the best in staying true to client demands, and its NFT marketplace development

expertise justifies it yet again. Consider approaching one of the experts from the firm if you want

to build an NFT marketplace platform that satisfies all your needs and appeals to the users in the

long run.
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